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Abstract 
Large volumes of radioactive waste have accumulated in the past six decades of nuclear 
power generation. The forthcoming decommissioning of nuclear power plants will only 
add to the extremely wide range of nuclear waste solutions already in existence. 
Decontamination of these wastes before final disposal or release to nature is a 
demanding task, which requires extremely effective materials and techniques. Ion 
exchange is considered to be an effective separation technique and, with novel selective 
ion exchange materials, it has the potential for radioactive waste management. 
The focus of this study was materials useful in the separation of activated corrosion 
products from waste solutions, and in particular a material selective for nickel uptake 
was sought. In view of the good chemical and physical characteristics in ion exchange 
processes shown by tin antimonates, an extensive series of tin antimonates was 
synthesised with 0% to 100% degree of Sn/Sb substitution. The tin antimonates were 
categorised by structure into pyrochlore (Fd3m, antimony pentoxide), rutile (P42/mnm, 
tin dioxide) and a mixture of these metal oxides and this division was clearly reflected 
in the ion exchange properties of the materials.  
The ion exchange properties of the pyrochlore-structured tin antimonates were 
associated with their tunnel structure, which could be modified by Sn for Sb 
substitution. Increased Sn content in the pyrochlore lattice improved the metal uptake of 
the material. Increased Sb content in rutile-structured tin antimonates also improved the 
metal uptake, but this was attributed to increased electrostatic attraction of the materials. 
The metal uptake properties of the mixed metal oxides varied widely and were related to 
the degree of Sn/Sb substitution of the material and to the physical form of the material.  
The ion exchange performance of tin antimonates was highly promising for the 
separation of activated corrosion products. Distribution coefficients for cobalt and 
nickel were high and developed in parallel fashion as a function of Sn/Sb substitution, 
although at considerably different levels. In dynamic column experiments, large 
volumes of solutions up to 25 000 bed volumes, were decontaminated to a high level of 
purity. In some cases, the physical characteristics of the material resulted in clogging of 
the column, suggesting the need for further modification before their use in real 
applications. 
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1. Introduction 
Use of fission reactors for production of energy generates considerable amounts of 
radioactive wastes in almost all phases of the nuclear fuel cycle. Removal of the 
radionuclides of most concern, the long-lived transuranium elements and fission 
products, from the waste effluents, has been studied and executed by a number of 
different techniques for the last six decades. Ion exchange, as one of those techniques, 
has been employed with good results along with other separation techniques (e.g. 
precipitation and adsorption). Most of the ion exchangers that have been used are 
organic resins, but also some inorganic exchangers, e.g. natural zeolites and some 
synthetic materials, have been adopted in nuclear waste treatment. The present strict 
regulations on discharging toxic metals to the environment have focused interest on 
inorganic ion exchangers, which generally possess much better selectivity than ordinary 
organic resins for the radionuclides of concern. High selectivity is one of the key factors 
in nuclear power plant (NPP) waste management since the radioactive nuclides are 
present in trace concentrations in complex solutions. Moreover, these solutions contain 
high concentrations of inactive ions that interfere with the uptake of radionuclides. Also 
the physical characteristics, good resistance to decomposition at elevated temperatures 
and at high fields of ionising radiation, have been regarded as an advantage for 
inorganic ion exchangers in nuclear waste management. 
A number of nuclear reactors have already been shut down, and most of the operating 
NPP are approaching their licensed operating time and their decommissioning is 
becoming relevant. The decontamination of these materials produces large amounts of 
radioactive solutions that have to be treated before their storage or release to the 
environment. 
This dissertation focuses on inorganic ion exchange materials that could be used to 
obtain high separation of radionuclides from waste effluents and decrease their release 
to the environment. After a brief history of inorganic ion exchangers, modern ion 
exchange materials are introduced, both ones in use and ones that have the potential to 
be used in radioactive waste treatment. The theory of ion exchange is presented to the 
extent needed to understand the concepts of ion exchange used in this study. The main 
part of the dissertation concerns tin antimonates: their synthesis, structure and ion 
exchange properties. These are discussed in detail. In addition, the results of a study of 
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the uptake of radionuclides on mica minerals are included bringing some perspective in 
evaluating the performance of the synthetic materials. 
 
1.1 Background 
The history of ion exchangers is remarkably long. One of the oldest applications of 
inorganic ion exchangers was the purification of seawater with a layer of sand, 
something that was known to Aristotle in the fourth century BC. The first scientific 
experiments with inorganic ion exchangers were done with zeolite chabazite, as 
reported in the mid-19th century by Thompson, Way and Eichhorn.1 Coincidentally, 
clinoptilolite, a material isomorphous to chabazite, is presently in use for Cs and Sr 
separation at Sellafield nuclear fuel reprocessing plant.2-3 The weak chemical stability of 
the early inorganic ion exchangers led to the development and synthesis of organic ion 
exchangers (organic resins) in the 1930s. With few exceptions, organic resins, based on 
a chemically very stable polystyrenedivinylbenzene (SDVB) backbone, replaced the 
inorganic ion exchangers.  
The needs of the nuclear industry  high selectivity, tolerance for ionising radiation and 
possibly high temperatures  were the basis for the further development of inorganic ion 
exchangers. Since the mid 1960s, after the appropriate analytical techniques and 
knowledge of ion exchange processes became available, new inorganic materials were 
synthesised and studied with particular attention to the relation of structure to the ion 
exchange properties of the material.4-5 Hundreds of inorganic materials have been 
synthesised, studied and tested for use in radioactive waste treatment. Also, materials 
with better chemical stability than zeolites were and are still being sought amongst 
natural minerals.  
 
1.2 Ion exchangers in use in the nuclear power industry 
At the moment, organic resins are used in almost every step of the nuclear fuel cycle. 
Ion exchange resins are used at NPPs (depending on the reactor type) for purification 
and chemical control of primary coolant water, polishing of steam condensate, 
production of make-up water, purification of spent fuel storage pond water and 
treatment of waste solution. In the case of waste solution, one of their functions is to 
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remove radioactive ionic contaminants, mainly caesium, and radioactive particulate 
contaminants, such as cobalt and nickel, in order to prevent radiation build up in the 
reactor system.6 Typically two different kinds of ion exchange process are employed: 
conventional deep bed columns and precoat filters. In these processes the ion exchange 
resins function as ion exchangers for the ionic contaminants and as mechanical filters 
for particulate contaminants. Ion exchange resins are of strong acidic (sulfonic SO3-) or 
strong basic (quaternary N(CH3)3+) type, of macroporous structure for the column bed 
and of gel type for precoat filter applications.7 Depending on the reactor, separation of 
ionic contaminants has been 90-100% and separation of particulate contaminants 40-
95%. The ion exchangers used in NPPs are almost without exception of nuclear grade, 
which means normal organic resins of high quality, low in metallic impurities and 
coherent in particle size. Annual consumption of organic resins in an operating reactor 
may be as high as 10 tonnes, and for the final disposal the resins will be incinerated or 
mixed directly with cement. 
For their part, inorganic ion exchangers in NPPs have primarily been used in the 
decontamination of radioactive waste solutions originating from drain waters, 
decontamination operations and leaks of different kinds. A common approach to dealing 
with these wastes has been concentration by evaporators, but solidification by 
precipitation or ion exchange has also been applied before final disposal. Dozens of 
different materials and combinations of materials have been tested with varied success, 
but only a few groups of materials have shown constant and good performance in 
radionuclide separation.8-13 The use of inorganic exchangers has decreased the volume 
of the concerned wastes considerably and generated substantial economic savings.14-15 
At the moment several different inorganic ion exchangers are used in NPPs and fuel 
reprocessing plants and some of them even in large-scale applications. Among these 
materials the natural zeolite clinoptilolite is used for caesium separation in large scale at 
the SIXEP process in the Sellafield fuel reprocessing plant. In addition, 
hexacyanoferrates such as CsTreat®, which are far more selective for caesium than 
zeolites, are used at several sites instead of evaporator concentration.  
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1.3 Modern inorganic ion exchangers for separation of radionuclides 
The needs of the nuclear industry have been the catalyst for the development of modern 
inorganic ion exchangers. The number of inorganic ion exchange materials is great and 
their classification somewhat difficult. Ion exchangers have been classified in terms of 
their structure and ion exchange properties but also in terms of their origin. Here a 
rough classification of inorganic ion exchangers into naturally occurring and synthetic 
materials is applied. These two groups are then divided into smaller subgroups that 
better reflect the physical and chemical properties of the materials. 
 
1.3.1 Natural inorganic ion exchangers 
Almost all natural minerals act as ion exchangers. In general, clay minerals, zeolites and 
oxides, particularly silicon oxides, are categorised as natural inorganic ion exchangers, 
even though in many cases they are synthetic. When they are used in naturally occurring 
form, it is mainly because of their low production costs, but in some cases also because 
of their unique chemical and physical characteristics.  
 
Clay minerals are phyllosilicates at advanced weathered stage with a particle size < 4 
µm and a two-dimensional or layered structure. The 2:1 and 1:1 layered structure is 
built up of silicon oxide tetrahedra and octahedra with magnesium as the central cation 
(figure 1a). Isomorphous substitution of Al3+ for Mg2+ and Al3+ for Si4+, which 
generates an excess negative charge on the structure, leads to an uncountable number of 
clay minerals. Clay minerals are primarily cation exchangers, though they possess anion 
exchange properties as well, to a much lesser extent. The two-dimensional layer 
structure of clay minerals is more or less rigid, and most of the anisometric ion 
exchange sites lie on the surfaces of the material. This means that the surfaces may 
exhibit several kinds of dissociable groups resulting from the isomorphous substitution. 
The layer structure allows the expansion of some clay minerals, but it also gives the 
material no or only a small ion sieve effect, which somewhat decreases its selectivity. 
Clays have been studied mainly for agricultural applications such as fertilisers, and 
much ion exchange data have been published in that connection. Clay minerals have 
been used as a barrier against radionuclide pollution in uranium mining areas and the 
clay mineral bentonite will serve this use in final nuclear waste repositories.  
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Mica minerals are phyllosilicates too. Although closely associated with the clay 
mineral group, with their unique three-layer structure (figure 1b) they are more properly 
treated as a group of their own. The three-layer structure of mica minerals is constructed 
from two tetrahedral layers with an octahedral layer in between. Tetrahedra are built 
from silicon oxide, where silicon is the central cation and three oxygen atoms are shared 
with adjacent tetrahedra. All tetrahedra are oriented in such a manner that, between two 
tetrahedral layers, an octahedral layer is formed from the remaining oxygen atoms of the 
tetrahedra. Usually the central cation in the octahedra is divalent iron or magnesium of 
coordination number six. Two hydroxyl groups are shared between three neighbouring 
octahedra. The central cation in both of the tetrahedral and the octahedral layers can be 
replaced by a trivalent cation such as iron or aluminium.16 When iron replaces silicon in 
the tetrahedral layer, a negative charge is generated in the structure. In the case that iron 
replaces magnesium in the octahedral layer, a positive charge is created. The net charge 
of a three-layer unit is thus negative, and the negative charge is balanced by an 
interlayer cation that binds the three-layer units together. The two main categories of 
micas based on their layer charge density are (a) true micas with one negative charge 
per formula unit and (b) brittle micas with two negative charges per formula unit.16 The 
interlayer cations, which are exchangeable, make the structure of mica minerals more or 
less expandable. In addition, silicon hydroxide groups are present at the crystal edges of 
mica minerals and make a slight contribution to the ion exchange properties of the 
mineral.17 
Differences in the structure and ion exchange properties of mica minerals have been 
studied, for example, by changing the interlayer cations and replacing the centre ions of 
tetrahedra and octahedra. As well, the synthesis of new micas with charge densities of 2, 
3 and even 4, using cheap starting materials like kaolin and magnesium oxide, have 
been studied with the aim of producing commercially competitive, highly selective ion 
exchangers.18-23 
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Figure 1. Structures of (a) layered (2:1) clay mineral, and (b) brittle mica mineral 
(margarite-2M1). 
 
Zeolites are crystalline hydrated aluminosilicates (M2/nOAl2O3•xSiO2•yH2O, where M 
is a nonframework cation with valence n and x ≥ 2). Their structure is built up of 
tetrahedral SiO4 and AlO4 units bridged by oxygen atoms generating secondary building 
units (SBU). The SBUs may be connected in several different ways resulting rigid, 
three-dimensional structures with tunnels and cavities (pore size typically from 4 to 10 
Å) where the exchangeable ions are located. The trivalent aluminium in the structure 
generates a negative charge in the framework that imparts the ion exchange properties 
to the material, i.e. one mole of Al produces one equivalent of cation exchange capacity 
in the framework. The typical ion exchange capacity of high Al content zeolites is close 
to 5 meq/g and as a result of their three-dimensional structure they have good selectivity 
for certain elements (ion sieve effect). The ion exchange properties of zeolites have 
been studied extensively24-26 but their great variety in structure and ion exchange 
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properties precludes a detailed presentation of ion exchange data here. Although the ion 
exchange properties of zeolites are good, their operating pH range is relatively narrow 
due to the dissolution of Si in alkaline and Al in acidic solutions. This has somewhat 
hindered their use.27 Over 100 different zeolites are known today and new materials 
with structures close to zeolites are continually being synthesised. In addition, a vast 
amount of zeolites are synthesised for the detergent industry, where zeolites are used as 
water softeners.  
  
Figure 2. Schematic representation of framework of (a) zeolite A (synthetic), and (b) 
faujasite (natural) zeolites. 
 
1.3.2 Synthetic inorganic ion exchangers 
Since the first industrially synthesised inorganic ion exchangers (aluminosilicate gels in 
1905)1, higher selectivity and better tolerance for harsh condition have been the goals 
for every material scientist synthesising new inorganic ion exchangers. Synthetic 
inorganic ion exchangers can be divided into several categories, such as acid salts, 
insoluble ferrocyanides, hydrous oxides, salts of heteropoly acids and other ionic 
compounds. Some of the materials fall into several of the categories on the basis of their 
physical and chemical properties, which somewhat confuses the division. The following 
materials have already been demonstrated or are considered as promising inorganic ion 
exchangers for radionuclide separations.  
 
Acid salts are a large group of ion exchangers, amongst which tetravalent cations Zr, 
Th, Ti, Sn are most studied, followed by some trivalent cations such as Al and Cr. The 
anions most extensively employed include phosphate, arsenate, antimonate, vanadate 
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and molybdate. Acid salts have gel or microcrystalline structure and their composition 
and properties are easily modified by the conditions of synthesis. Their composition is 
most likely non-stoichiometric and the proportion of cations, anion groups and water 
vary widely affecting the ion exchange properties of the material. The hydrogen atoms 
bound to the anionic groups create the ion exchange properties, and the selectivity 
depends on the size of the exchanging cations and cavities and the distances between 
layers of the material. In particular, the hydration size and energy of the exchanging 
cations has a great effect on the selectivity of tunnel- and layer-structured materials. If 
the material has high charge density it can strip or partly strip away the hydration shell 
of cations, decreasing their size and enabling their access to the inner structure of the 
material.  
The knowledge obtained in ion exchange studies of crystal α-zirconium phosphate 
(Zr(HPO4)2×H2O,(ZrP)) has enabled a better understanding of the general mechanisms 
of the ion exchange process, and ZrP is probably the most studied inorganic ion 
exchanger (figure 3).4,28-31 The ZrP exchanger is layered in structure with interlayer 
distances of 7.6 Å, and 5.3 Å between the nearest POH groups. Van der Waals forces 
between water molecules of the structure and POH groups bind the different layers 
together. Both hydrogen atoms are exchangeable but they are exchanged one at a time, 
altering the structure as they leave and in turn altering the selectivity sequence of the 
material. Hydrogen-form ZrP is caesium selective, but the selectivity sequence changes 
(Cs+ > Rb+ > K+ > Na+) as a function of loading.32-33 Further making ZrP of interest is 
the high ion exchange capacity (6.63 meq/g).34 
 
Figure 3. Structure of two-layer α-zirconium phosphate (ZrP).34 
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Hexacyanoferrates (HCF) are superb inorganic materials for the removal of caesium 
from high concentrations of alkali metals and they have been used for that purpose for 
decades. HFC complexes may be synthesised in either Fe(II) or Fe(III) form, and 
mixing them with a solution of a transition metal salt solution usually precipitates a 
small particle or colloidal product.35-37 Precipitation with a heavy metal, such as cobalt, 
eventually results in granulate HCF of high chemical stability and extremely good 
selectivity for caesium, and such materials have even been used in industrial scale.38-39 
The high caesium selectivity of K2[CoFe(CN)6]2, for example, can be attributed to the 
size of the cavities in the HCF structure, which almost exactly accommodate unhydrated 
caesium ions.40 The ion exchange of Co-HCFs occurs on the outermost surfaces of the 
particle, resulting in relatively small ion exchange capacity (IEC) of ~0.4 meq/g, while 
the IEC of Zn-HFC may exceed 6.0 meq/g indicating ion exchange on the internal 
surfaces.36,41 Peptization of HCFs in neutral and alkaline solutions has been observed, 
but with some granulated heavy metal HCFs it becomes a limiting factor only above pH 
13. 
Hydrous oxides are solids with an oxidewater system, where the water molecules are 
fairly strongly bound to the metal hydroxide groups at the surface of the material. 
However there is no evidence of definite hydrates, and hydrous oxides of stoichiometric 
composition are scarce. Hydrous oxides exhibit both cationic and anionic exchange 
properties depending on the surrounding medium. This amphoteric ion exchange 
behaviour is attributed to the surface of the material and its point of zero charge (p.z.c.). 
The p.z.c. is specific for different materials and it determines, together with the pH of 
the surrounding medium, whether the material acts as a cation or anion exchanger. The 
exchange reaction of hydrous oxides can be expressed as follows: 
MOH + N+   ⇋ MON + H+     (1) 
MOH +2  + N
- ⇋ MOH2N     (2) 
or 
MOH + N-   ⇋ MN + OH-     (3) 
(M represents the central atom of the ion exchanger phase and N represents the 
exchanging ion from the initial solution). 
In basic solution the reaction of equation 1 is dominant and the material behaves as a 
cation exchanger, whereas in acidic solution equation 2 (or 3) is valid and the material 
behaves as an anion exchanger. In addition, the acidity of hydrous oxides is often used 
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in almost the same way as the p.z.c., that is, to determine what kind of ion exchange 
properties the material has. The acid strength of a compound increases with the addition 
of oxygen (MO<M2O3<MO2<M2O5<MO3), resulting in cation exchange properties at 
low pH values. In addition, the polarisation of the anion (oxygen of the OH group) 
increases with the cation ionic potential (ϕ)42, which is defined by the relation  
 
ϕ = cation charge / cation radius     (4) 
 
The higher the ionic potential (ϕ) the more acidic the material, and the better the cation 
exchange properties at low pH values. 
Hydrous oxides may be divided into two main types: framework hydrates and particle 
hydrates.34 Framework hydrates are generally formed by pentavalent elements from 
groups 5 and 15 and they typically have poorly crystalline structure. The crystallinity 
can usually be enhanced by hydrothermal treatment or by refluxing the material in 
acidic medium, but this may change the selectivity of the material.  
One of the best studied framework hydrates is antimony pentoxide (Sb2O5), which is 
known for its excellent uptake of strontium.42 Pyrochlore-structured Sb2O5 has a tunnel 
structure, which allows cations of diameter smaller than 6 Å (in two directions) to 
penetrate to the inner ion exchange sites of the material.42-43 The size of the tunnels is 
too small for most of the hydrated metal ions, so that partial dehydration of the ions 
must occur before ion exchange. Owing to this ion sieve effect of the framework 
hydrates, their selectivity is a compromise between hydration and electrostatic forces.  
Particle hydrates, mostly formed by elements from groups 3, 4, 13 and 14, are 
characterised by having a bulk structure that resembles one of their ceramic oxides. 
Their surface is largely covered with hydroxyl groups, which are easily affected by a 
change in pH of the surrounding medium, and changes in the ion exchange properties 
result. In addition, owing to the low orientation and small crystal size characteristic of 
particle hydrates, the ion sieve effect of the structure is rather small. An example of 
particle hydrates is rutile tin dioxide (SnO2), which is one of the materials of interest in 
this study, and is described in detail later in the text. 
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b) 
 
 
Figure 4. Structures of a) pyrochlore and b) rutile materials. 
 
Interesting ion exchange properties have been observed for hydrous mixed metal oxides. 
Sodium titanates (ideal formula Na4Ti9O20•nH2O) have been found particularly 
selective for strontium in alkaline solutions of high sodium content. The layer structure 
of sodium titanate is built up of chains of three edge-sharing TiO6 octahedra, connected 
through their corners to the next unit of three octahedra, and thus giving rise to layers. 
The exchanging sodium ions are located between the layers. The interlayer distance has 
a great effect on the ion exchange properties of crystalline-layered materials and the 
distance for hydrous-form sodium titanate is 9.7 Å (typically 3 to 15 Å in titanates). 
This is large enough for most of the hydrated metal cations, and high ion exchange 
capacities, up to 9 meq/g, have been measured for titanates. Owing to the weakly acidic 
character of the material, their performance in acidic conditions is poor.  
The salts of heteropoly acids are a much smaller group of ion exchangers than the 
groups discussed above. A good example of their structure is provided by ammonium 
molybdophosphate ((NH4)3PMo12O40, AMP), where phosphorus is surrounded 
tetrahedrally by four groups of three MoO6 octahedra (figure 5).44 The octahedra are 
bridged by one or two oxygen atoms and the ammonium and water molecules are 
located between the [P(Mo3O10)4]3- complexes. The exchange of ammonium is followed 
by rearrangement of the remaining ammonium ions to form a stronger hydrogen bond 
array and restructuring of the heteropoly anion. This change in structure does not favour 
further exchange, and the exchange process is incomplete. Molybdenum phosphates are 
perhaps the most interesting heteropoly acids, of which ammonium molybdophosphate 
(AMP) is the most thoroughly studied.45-47 AMP has mainly been tested for caesium 
separation, but also chromatographic separation of mono-, di- and trivalent cations can 
be achieved with proper variation of the eluent.48 Diffusion within the structure of 
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heteropoly acids is rather slow, but their particle size is also very small (generally they 
are powders) so that equilibrium is achieved within reasonable time. Owing to the small 
particle size of AMP, its use in column applications has not been entirely successful and 
has encouraged further development of the material. Granulate composite material of 
AMP with polyacrylonitrile (PAN) support has shown potential for caesium uptake in 
column experiments. Also other support materials have been tested.49-51 
 
  
Figure 5. The 12-molybdophosphate anionic unit and its secondary structure.47,52 
 
Most naturally occurring inorganic ion exchangers are based on silicon oxides, but also 
many synthetic ion exchange materials exploit the tetrahedral structure of silicon 
tetroxides. One promising silicon-based framework compound is a titanium silicate 
(Na2Ti2O3(SiO4)×2 H2O, crystalline silicotitanate (CST)), which is highly selective for 
Cs and somewhat also for Sr in NaOH and sodium-bearing solutions.53 The framework 
of CST is formed of four corner-sharing TiO6 octahedra bridged by SiO4 tetrahedra in 
the a- and b-axes (figure 6). Bridging oxo-groups connect the octachedra resulting in a 
tetragonal unit cell (a = b = 7.8Å, c ≅ 12Å) and tunnelled structure. Sodium ions are 
located between the octahedral layers connecting the silica tetrahedra.54 The tunnel size 
is suitable for caesium ions and CST is one of the most promising materials for caesium 
separation.55-57 At high alkalinities, the interference of sodium with caesium uptake is 
significant, but selectivity for caesium can be enhanced by substitution of Nb5+ ions for 
Ti4+. This will reduce the ion exchange capacity of the material, however. The size of 
the tunnels also limits the use, as ions larger than sodium are not fully exchanged. For 
example, only ~60% of the ion exchange capacity of CST is utilised in potassium 
exchange.34 
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Figure 6. Structure of Na2Ti2O3(SiO4)×2 H2O (CST).54 
 
Closely related to the titanosilicates are a group of materials with structure resembling 
that of the mineral pharmacosiderite (HM3Ti4O4(SiO4)3•4H2O where M is univalent 
ion).34 A difference between the two groups of materials is that the latter have a cubic 
structure with unit cell a = 7.821 Å in both hydrogen and caesium forms.58 The cubic 
structure has a clear influence on the ion exchange behaviour, though both types of 
material have good caesium and strontium ion exchange properties.59 
Pyrochlore-structured antimony silicates (SbSi) are highly selective for strontium in 
acidic solutions, which is a rare property for inorganic ion exchange materials. 
Apparently the silicon replaces antimony in site A in the pyrochlore structure 
(A2B2O6O), which somewhat decreases the ion exchange capacity of the material (2.7 
meq/g for Na+ compared with 5.1 meq/g for Na+ in the case of hydrous antimony 
pentoxide).60 This lower affinity for sodium has a positive effect on strontium 
selectivity in sodium-bearing solutions. The affinity of antimony silicates for caesium is 
relatively modest but it can be improved by doping with Nb5+ and W6+ ions. The strong 
interference by sodium ions remains however.61-62  
Many inorganic solids are ionic and exhibit ion exchange properties (broadly speaking) 
and these are usually referred to as other ionic compounds in the ion exchange 
literature. This group is extensive, including all manner of insoluble materials (halides, 
sulphides, carbonates and perchlorates). As an example of these, sulphates have been 
used for the separation of radioactive strontium and radium.  
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1.4 Radionuclides of interest 
Corrosion and wear occur in the primary circuit of the cooling system of a nuclear 
reactor. Activated corrosion products of NPP are produced by neutron activation of a 
corrosion product deposit on the fuel surface or by activation of in-core structure 
materials inside the reactor. The main corrosion products and their activated 
radionuclides are presented in Table 1. The activated corrosion products are released 
from the fuel surface by dissolution and erosion caused by coolant flow. In addition, 
dissolution and wear releases activated nuclides, mainly 58Co and 60Co, from the in-core 
structure.  
 
Table 1. Main corrosion products and their activation schemes; half-lives, decay modes 
and relevant energies of the produced radionuclides and the problems they induce.   
Corrosion product Activation scheme T½ Decay mode and relevant 
energies (keV) 
Problem related to 
the nuclide 
Iron 54Fe(n,γ)55Fe 
58Fe(n,γ)59Fe 
54Fe(n,p)54Mn 
2.73 a 
44.5 d 
312.2 d 
X-ray 5.9 
β-: 466,274 γ:1099, 1292 
γ: 835 
Waste management 
Radiation build up 
Radiation build up 
Nickel 58Ni(n,p)58Co 
62Ni(n,γ)63Ni 
70.9 d 
100 a 
β+: 1496 γ:811 
β-: 67 
Radiation build up 
Waste management 
Cobalt 59Co(n,γ)60Co 5.27 a β-: 318 γ:1173, 1332 Radiation build up 
Waste management 
Zinc 64Zn(n,γ)65Zn 244.3 d γ: 1115 Radiation build up 
Chromium 50Cr(n,γ)51Cr 27.7 d γ: 320 Radiation build up 
 
The activation products may be soluble, insoluble or bound to insoluble particles, and 
they are moved by the coolant solution all over the primary circuit. Activation products 
may be deposited on the surfaces of the primary circuit piping, resulting in elevated 
radiation fields away from the reactor and increased radiation burdens of maintenance 
workers (radiation build up). The main contribution to the radiation burden comes from 
nuclides with high γ-energies: 60, 58Co, 65Zn, 65Mn and 59Fe. Nuclides 55Fe, 63Ni and 
60Co with longer half-lives are of more concern in the radioactive waste disposal. These 
same nuclides are also accumulated to metal parts of the core and the reactor vessel due 
to the intense neutron flux of the reactor. When reactors are decommissioned, the 
activated metal parts will be decontaminated by scrubbing and leaching with chemicals 
and the major part of the radioactivity will be released to waste disposal. With its long 
half-life, 63Ni (100 a) will be the major source of radioactivity about 20 years after shut 
down of a nuclear reactor (figure 7).  
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Figure 7. Dependence of radioactivity and dose rate in a boiling-water reactor core 
shroud after 40 years of operation.63 
 
137Cs and 90Sr, which are produced by the fission of uranium in a nuclear reactor, were 
included in this study as the most important fission products. The yield of these 
nuclides is great relative to that of the activation nuclides, but they are normally retained 
inside the fuel rod at NPP, and released only in the event of fuel cladding failure or at 
the reprocessing plant when the fuel rod is chopped and dissolved. Also the 
transuranium elements, produced by neutron bombardment of uranium, are released at 
the fuel reprocessing plant. Small amounts of these actinides remain in the secondary 
waste solution (e.g. solvent wash, scrubbing solutions) of the Purex process (Plutonium 
Uranium Redox Extraction), which must be treated before release to the environment. 
The long half-life and toxicity (both chemical and radiation) of these elements makes 
them of great interest and, accordingly, plutonium and americium were also included in 
the study. 
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1.5 Theory for ion exchange studies 
An ion exchanger is an insoluble material that has ionogenic groups to which counter 
ions can be bound (IUPAC). At its simplest, in binary exchange, when an ion exchanger 
with the exchangeable ion MZM  is contacting a solution containing ions NZN , the 
exchange process can be written as 
 
M
N
N
M
ZZ MzNz +  ⇄ MNNM ZZ MzNz +     (5) 
 
where the barred symbols refer to the ions in the ion exchanger and zM and zN are the 
respective ion charges. The exchange is stoichiometric so that charge neutrality is 
retained both in the solution and in the ion exchanger. When more than two ions are 
introduced to the solution the system becomes multicomponent and the prediction of 
equilibrium becomes progressively complicated. 
 
The selectivity of inorganic ion exchangers has been explained in a great many ways, 
but no unified hypothesis has been offered. In general, it can be stated that selectivity is 
a characteristic for all ion exchangers, but it varies with the experimental conditions. 
The selectivity of an exchanger is affected by factors such as physical 
characteristics/limitations and loading of the exchanger, electrical interactions between 
ion and exchanger and the nature of the exchanging ion and its speciation in the 
surrounding solution. The selectivity coefficient kN/M for the binary ion exchange 
process mentioned above can be defined as 
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where [ N ],[ M ] refer to the equilibrium ion concentration in the exchanger and [N],[M] 
to that in solution. In cases where N is present in trace concentrations ([ N ]<<[ M ] and 
[N]<<[M]), the concentration of M in the exchanger ([ M ]) remains practically the same 
and can be considered equal to the ion exchange capacity (Q) of the exchanger. 
Theoretical specific capacity of the ion exchanger is the amount of charged sites 
(ionogenic groups) per gramme of exchanger (meq/g). Another widely used term is 
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practical capacity, (Qp), which describes how many ions can be exchanged under 
specific conditions. This can be calculated in several ways, for example in column 
experiments it is the integral of the breakthrough curve. 
 
The distribution coefficient (Kd) describes the distribution of ions between the external 
solution and the ion exchanger (Kd = [ N ] / [N] ) and is used to describe the exchanger 
affinity for a specific ion under given conditions. Inserting the ion exchange capacity 
(Q) and distribution coefficient (Kd) into equation 6 gives 
 
kN/M  = MzdK  * 
[ ]
[ ] N
N
z
z
Q
M         (7) 
 
If the Kd measurements are done with dilute solutions (<0.1 M) and the ions ([N]) are 
present in trace concentrations (as in most nuclear waste solutions), Kd depends only on 
the selectivity of the ion exchanger and the concentration of the macro ion ([M]) (i.e. the 
selectivity coefficient is practically independent of the ionic strength and no activity 
correction is needed). The Kd can be written as 
 
Mz
dK = kN/M * 
[ ]
[ ] N
N
z
z
M
Q         (8) 
 
Usually a logarithm is taken of this, giving equation 9, which is used to define the ion 
exchange process. 
 
log Kd = (1/zM) log (kN/M * Q Nz ) - (zN/zM) log [M]    (9) 
 
In an ideal ion exchange reaction, the plot of log(Kd) as a function of log([M]) generates 
a straight line, the slope of which is the quotient of the valences of the exchanging ions. 
 
It needs to be noted that certain chemical and physical events, commonly associated 
with dilute solutions, may cause erroneous interpretation of the ion exchange process. A 
major problem for some inorganic ion exchangers is that they disintegrate as small 
colloids in dilute solution, i.e. they peptize. Since the colloids act in a similar manner to 
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the ion exchanger, some of the exchanged ions are transferred into the solution (as 
colloids). The colloids are difficult to separate from solution by normal filtration and 
centrifugation, and they are usually retained in the solution phase. This causes 
erroneous Kd values and shifts the levels of metal breakthrough curves in column 
experiments. Peptization can be seen especially well in work with radioactive tracers 
since they can be measured in very small concentrations. 
 
A serious source of error of chemical origin is hydrolysis of the exchanger. Weakly 
acidic ion exchangers, like zeolites and some metal oxides, may exchange their ions 
with hydronium ions (H3O+) in dilute solutions.  
 
R- MZM  + 2 H2O ⇄ R-H3O+ + OH- + MZM      (10) 
 
This will raise the pH of the solution (electroneutrality is maintained), which in turn can 
cause precipitation of hydrolysable ions, a change in their speciation, and dissolution of 
the exchanger. Increased solution pH as a result of hydrolysis can have two different 
effects on the measured Kd values. First, the Kd value may be increased by precipitation 
of the ion as solid hydroxide, and reducing its concentration in the solution. Second, Kd 
may be decreased or increased by change in the speciation of the exchanging ions. 
Hydrolysis is especially troublesome in batch experiments, where the solution volumes 
tend to be relatively small and, consequently, the changes in pH may be large. Another 
problem is that considerable conversion of exchanger to H3O+ form can take place, 
which may interfere with the interpretation of the binary (N/M) exchange equilibrium.  
 
1.6 Scope 
The objective of this study was to develop an effective inorganic ion exchanger for the 
separation of activated corrosion products from waste solutions. Special attention was 
paid to 63Ni, which has been little studied even though it has a reasonably long half-life 
(100 a) and will be the major source of radioactivity in activated corrosion products 
after 20 years down the road from decommissioning of nuclear reactors (figure 7). The 
media from which these activated corrosion products will need to be separated most 
probably will be acidic solutions after decommissioning and decontamination of nuclear 
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reactors, and radioactive waste solutions with high concentration of inactive ions. 
Separating activated corrosion products from such a diverse group of solutions with a 
single exchanger would be difficult, and a group of materials was sought instead. The 
fission products caesium and strontium were included in the experiments in view of 
their great significance in nuclear waste management, however, they were not prime 
targets of the work. 
 
One potential and highly interesting group of ion exchangers is tin antimonates, which 
are reported to have good chemical and physical stability and promising ion exchange 
properties.42,64-77 As a means of exploring their possibilities, an extensive series of tin 
antimonates with a degree of Sn/Sb substitution from 0% to 100% was synthesised in a 
manner that would allow direct comparison of their structures and ion exchange 
properties. Also of interest was to find a relation between the metal uptakes of Ni and 
Co, so that Ni uptake could be predicted from the more abundant Co uptake data in the 
literature. 
 
Lack of physical suitability has been a decisive obstacle in the column and commercial 
use of many promising inorganic materials. Particularly the lack of granular form and 
leaching of the material have been a problem. Evaluating the suitability of the 
synthesised tin antimonates for dynamic column experiments was considered important 
and was explored. 
 
In addition, the potential of natural mica minerals for the separation of activated 
corrosion products was explored. Three different mica minerals were tested for their ion 
exchange properties both in their natural form, where potassium was the exchangeable 
cation, and in the sodium converted form. 
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2. Experimental 
2.1 Synthesis of Sn / Sb metal oxides 
Homogeneous products synthesised under identical conditions were the goal in the 
synthesis of tin-substituted antimony oxides and antimony-substituted tin oxides (tin 
antimonates). As a means of obtaining homogenous distribution of elements in product 
material, simultaneous precipitation of Sn and Sb from solution phase was chosen over 
the more commonly used procedures of prehydrolysation and mixing of separately 
precipitated oxides.  
The synthesis, in brief, was as follows: tin antimonates were precipitated from acidic (6 
M HCl) metal chloride (0.1 M, SnCl4 and SbCl5) solution by raising the pH of the 
solution with concentrated NH3 solution. Synthesis time was kept short  15 minutes of 
stirring after the precipitation and before liquid/solid separation  to obtain products of 
low ordering and crystallinity. Low crystallinity of the product material and pH 2 in the 
synthesis procedure were favoured in view of their probable positive effects on the ion 
exchange properties of the material.70 The synthesis is described in detail in I. 
 
2.2 Modification of mica minerals 
Muscovite and biotite obtained from geological sites were crushed into small pieces 
with a hammer crusher and sieved to below 71 µm. Phlogopite, a mining product from 
the Kemira company, was obtained as 40 µm particles. Part of the minerals was 
converted from its natural potassium form into sodium form by two different 
procedures: by sequential shaking and by use of a fluidised-bed column as described in 
V.  
 
2.3 Characterisation 
The structures of the ion exchangers were characterised by powder X-ray diffraction 
(XRD), using a Phillips PW 1710 powder diffractometer (operating at 30 kV and 50 
mA) with Cu Kα (1.54 Å) radiation. The elemental analysis of the tin antimonates was 
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carried out by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) using an Amptek 7 mm2 Si(Li) XR-100CR 
detector and 241Am excitation source. Thermogravimetric (TG) analyses were 
performed with a Mettler Toledo TA8000 system equipped with a TGA 850 
thermobalance at a heating rate of 10°C/min under nitrogen atmosphere. 
 
Atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) was used for measurement of potassium in the 
conversion of the mica minerals to sodium form. 
 
2.4 Ion exchange studies 
The prime objective of the study was to find materials effective for the capture of 
activated corrosion products. Uptake of nickel and cobalt were of particular interest. In 
addition, the uptake properties for two of the major fission products (Cs and Sr) and two 
of the actinides (Pu and Am) were investigated. Several radioactive tracers were used in 
the study (table 2).  
 
Table 2. Radioactive tracers used in the study, their decay modes and energies, half-
lives, and source when present in radioactive wastes.78  
Tracer Decay mode and energy Half-life (T½) Source 
63Ni β-, 67 keV 100.1 a Activated corrosion product 
57Co/60Co γ, 122 keV / γ, 1173 and 
1332 keV 
271.8 d / 5.27a Activated corrosion product 
85Sr γ, 514 keV 64.8 d Fission product 
134Cs γ, 605 keV 2.06 a Fission product 
236Pu α, 5.77 MeV 2.85 a Fuel activation 
241Am γ, 59.5 keV 432.2 a Fuel activation 
 
Batch and column experiments were applied for determination of the ion exchange 
properties of the materials. The batch experiments were intended to produce primary 
ion exchange data such as distribution coefficients (Kd) and to demonstrate the effect of 
pH and competing ions on the radionuclide uptake. A small amount of finely ground, 
solid exchanger material (typically 25 or 80 mg) was placed in a vial with test solution 
(typically 10 ml) spiked with radionuclides. The samples were mixed in a rotary mixer 
till the solid/solution system obtained equilibrium (from 1 to 3 days). Centrifuging was 
applied for the separation of the different phases. Different centrifuge techniques were 
applied for the tin antimonates (3000 g for 10 min) and the mica minerals (63000 g for 
30 min) owing to their dissimilar physical properties (I, V). Additional filtration was 
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applied for the tin antimonates to ensure the separation, while ultra centrifuging was 
sufficient for total separation of mica minerals from the solution. Distribution 
coefficients (Kd values) were calculated from batch experiments in the following way: 
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where [ N ] and [N] are the concentrations in the exchanger and the solution, 
respectively. Ai is the activity of the tracer initially in the solution and Aeq is the activity 
of the tracer in the equilibrated solution after phase separation. V is the volume of the 
solution and m is the mass of the solid material. The activity of the tracers was 
measured with several different radioactivity detectors: the Wallac 1480 Wizard 3 
Na(I) automatic gamma counter and Canberra ultra pure GC 4519 Ge-detector were 
used for γ-emitting nuclides, the liquid scintillation, LKB Wallac 1217 Rackbeta, was 
used for β-emitting 63Ni and the Wallac 1220 Quantulus was used for α-emitting 236Pu. 
 
Column experiments were applied mainly to determine the physical applicability and 
suitability of the materials for ion exchange under dynamic conditions. The experiments 
were done in mini-columns through which solutions were pumped with a constant flow 
of about 20 or 30 bed volumes per hour (BV/h) (III, IV). The effluent was collected in 
suitable fraction sizes, in which the tracer content was measured with suitable 
radioactivity detectors as described above. The ion exchange properties of the materials 
were evaluated by calculating decontamination factors (DF) or breakthrough (BT) 
percentages for the materials.  
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where Af is the column feed activity and Ao is the column outlet activity. BT percentage 
is more often used in the literature than DF, but DF illustrates the metal uptake more 
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realistically when the metal uptake is high (<< 1% BT). Also the pH of the effluent was 
measured.  
 
2.5 Test solutions 
Several solutions were used to test the ion exchange properties of tin antimonates. All 
the solutions were prepared from analytical grade chemicals and only nitrates were 
used. 0.1 M HNO3 solution was used for collection of basic binary ion exchange data, 
while calcium nitrate solutions (0.1 M and 0.01 M) were used to simulate conditions 
with competing ions. Also, two simulates of floor drain water (FDW) were prepared. 
The FDW solutions were crude simulates containing only the most important and 
abundant ions that interfere with metal uptake of the ion exchange materials (100 ppm 
Na+, 0.7 ppm Mg2+ and 1.5/15 ppm Ca2+). FDW 2 solution, with ten-fold Ca2+ 
concentration relative to FDW 1, was intended to simulate a type of FDW very difficult 
to treat by ion exchange; for among the most common ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+), 
calcium interferes most heavily with the operation of antimonate ion exchangers.68,79-80 
The concentrations of the tracer metals (57Co, 63Ni, 134Cs and 85Sr) varied slightly in the 
experiments but typically were on the order of 10-13 to 10-15 M. The speciation of the 
metals was calculated by the HydraQL program81 and the metals were found to be 
almost entirely ionic (M2+ and M+ for Cs) in all test solutions. 
Actinides (236Pu and 241Am) were used in the same trace concentration as the other 
tracers although their speciation was not calculated.  
In experiments with mica minerals the tracers were added to 0.1 M NaCl solution. 
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3. Results and discussion 
The results of this work are discussed under two main headings: structure and ion 
exchange properties of the materials.  
3.1 Structure of materials 
3.1.1 Tin antimonates 
Pyrochlore antimony pentoxide and rutile tin dioxide were precipitated when pure 
Sb(V)Cl5 and Sn(IV)Cl4 precursors were used in separate syntheses. Use of a mixture of 
these precursors resulted in the precipitation of metal oxides that could be divided into 
three groups on the basis of structure: materials with pyrochlore structure, materials 
with rutile structure and mixed metal oxides including both structures.  
 
Table 3. Essential data for the synthesised tin antimonates. The contents of Sn and Sb 
are given as metal percentage and the water content as mass percentage of the products. 
Sample code and 
starting reagents 
Product Sn:Sb 
content (%) 
Product structure  Water content at 
110°C (%) 
P1: 0.1 M SbCl5 100% Sb Pyrochlore 3.7 
P2: 100 ml SnCl4 
+900 ml SbCl5   (*) 
79% Sb, 21%Sn Pyrochlore, low 
crystallinity 
2.1 
A1: 50 ml SnCl4 
+100 ml SbCl5 
66% Sb, 34% Sn Amorphous 3.8 
P3: 250 ml SnCl4 
+500 ml SbCl5 
62% Sb, 38% Sn Pyrochlore, poor 
crystallinity 
5.3 
A2: 50 ml SnCl4 
+100 ml SbCl5 
58% Sb, 42% Sn Amorphous 5.7 
A3: 200 ml SnCl4 
+300 ml SbCl5  (**) 
54%Sb, 46% Sn Amorphous 6.2 
A4: 400 ml SnCl4 
+600 ml SbCl5 
54%Sb, 46% Sn Amorphous, traces 
of pyrochlore 
5.7 
A5: 250 ml SnCl4 
+250 ml SbCl5 
37% Sb, 63% Sn Amorphous 6 
R1: 500 ml SnCl4 
+500 ml SbCl5 
33%Sb, 67% Sn Amorphous/nano-
crystalline rutile 
4.4 
R2: 1000 ml SnCl4 
+500 ml SbCl5 
17% Sb, 83% Sn Nanocrystalline 
rutile 
5.1 
R3: 1000 ml SnCl4 
+100 ml SbCl5  (***) 
7% Sb, 93% Sn Nanocrystalline 
rutile 
6.6 
R4: 0.1 M SnCl4 100% Sn Nanocrystalline 
rutile 
5.2 
Secondary sample codes: * SnSbP, ** SnSbMOX, ***SnSbR 
 
A tendency towards the formation of rutile structure was observed in the tin antimonate 
synthesis. This was seen as higher tin ratio in the products than in the starting reagents 
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(table 3). Physical characteristics of the Sb and Sn ions may explain this, since Sb5+ ions 
are slightly smaller than Sn4+ ions (r 0.60 and 0.69 Å in sixfold co-ordination, 
respectively)82. The smaller ion size of Sb5+ allows it to fit more easily in the lattice of 
tin dioxide than does Sn4+ in the lattice of antimony pentoxide.83 
 
The structure of the pyrochlore materials was similar to the structure of antimony 
pentoxide (space group Fd3m) up to tin substitution of ~35%. Gradual addition of tin to 
the material resulted in lower intensity and broader peak size in XRD diffractograms 
indicating lower crystallinity and smaller crystal size (figure 8). The most intense peaks 
of the antimony pentoxide structure were still recognisable in XRD diffractograms of 
materials with up to 38% Sn content. The crystal size of the materials decreased from 
roughly 160 nm to 25 nm with progressive Sn for Sb substitution, as calculated with 
Phillips software for the (111) peak. 
The rutile structure was identified as a solid solution of tin dioxide (space group 
P42/mnm), with antimony substitution up to ~35%. The nano-crystalline character of the 
tin dioxide meant that possible changes in the structure with antimony substitution were 
almost impossible to detect with the available XRD apparatus. Fortunately, the structure 
of tin dioxide has been widely studied owing to its properties of transparency and semi-
conductivity, which are valuable in optoelectronic devices.84-87 These studies have 
shown that as much as 40% of tin can be replaced by antimony, and that antimony 
occupies the sites of tin in the crystal lattice of rutile tin dioxide. Higher antimony 
content in the synthesis solutions would result in the precipitation of the antimony 
pentoxide phase.83,84,88  
Materials in the region between 35% to 65% metal substitution were also difficult to 
characterize on the basis of XRD measurements because of their amorphous character. 
Most likely these materials were agglomerated mixtures of two metal oxides at various 
levels of Sn or Sb substitution, formed in competition between the pyrochlore and rutile 
structures. Only an indication of a possible change in the material structure of the 
majority of oxides within the product could be deduced from changes in the XRD 
diffractograms. For example, the most intense XRD reflections (110 and 101) of nano-
crystalline tin dioxide were two broad peaks, before and after 30 2θ/degrees (figure 8). 
When antimony was added to the synthesis, the intensity of these broad peaks decreased 
and with ~60% antimony content the peaks merged into a single broad peak just before 
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30 2θ/degrees where the two intense XRD reflections (311 and 222) of antimony 
pentoxide are located.  
 
 
Figure 8. Selected XRD diffractogram patterns of tin antimonates used in the study 
(III). See table 3 for sample codes. 
 
Thermogravimetric (TG) measurements gave additional information, which was 
particularly important for the characterization of mixed metal oxide tin antimonates 
with amorphous-like XRD diffractograms. Thermograms of pure antimony and tin 
oxides were typical of those of particle hydrates (SnO2) with continual water release and 
of framework hydrates (Sb2O5) with more specific water release (figure 9). Sn for Sb 
substitution of pyrochlore Sb2O5 generated a second peak in the DTA (differential 
thermal analysis) graph at ~200°C, in addition to the peak characteristic of water release 
of crystalline Sb2O5 just before 400°C.42 This second DTA peak persisted with 
increasing Sn for Sb substitution, from pyrochlore to mixed metal oxide materials with 
up to 50% tin content. The DTA curve of tin antimonate with 54% Sn content gave only 
a small peak at ~400°C and no peak at all at ~200°C; and materials with higher Sn 
content gave no peak at ~400°C either (figure 9). The presence of these two peaks, 
particularly the ~400°C peak, offered further evidence of the presence of the pyrochlore 
phase in mixed metal oxide materials that produced more or less amorphous XRD 
patterns. Together the XRD and TG data suggest that the mixed metal oxides with less 
than 50% tin content had high pyrochlore content with low crystal ordering. 
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Figure 9. Thermogravimetric curves measured for synthesised a) rutile tin dioxide, b) 
pyrochlore antimony pentoxide, c) 38% Sn content tin antimonate (P3), d) 46% Sn 
content tin antimonate (A4), e) 54% Sn content, and f) 93% Sn content (R3). 
Temperature on the x-axis and mass of the material on the y-axis. The TG curve 
presents the weight loss of the material and the DTA curve the endothermicity 
(downward) of the weight loss.  
 
It was of interest to investigate the effect of higher synthesis pH of tin antimonates on 
their material structure and ion exchange properties. Higher synthesis pH (relative to the 
pH 2 normally used) resulted in higher Sn content in the product. Increasing the 
synthesis pH by ~4 units increased the Sn content of the product by 5% and 15%, 
respectively, when 1Sb:2Sn and 2Sb:1Sn were the ratios of the starting reagent, in 
otherwise identical syntheses (table 4). In addition, higher synthesis pH decreased the 
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crystallinity of the tin antimonates (figure 10). This is in agreement with a report42 that 
increased acidity of the synthesis will increase the crystallinity of the product. 
 
Table 4. Synthesis data for selected tin antimonates 
Sample code and 
starting reagents 
Synthesis pH Product Sn:Sb 
content (%) 
Product structure  
S6: 100 ml SnCl4 
+50 ml SbCl5 
pH 2 80% Sn, 20%Sb Nanocrystalline 
rutile 
S7: 100 ml SnCl4 
+50 ml SbCl5 
pH 6.2 85% Sn, 15%Sb Nanocrystalline 
rutile 
S40: 50 ml SnCl4 
+100 ml SbCl5 
pH 2 47% Sn, 53%Sb Amorphous 
S40b: 50 ml SnCl4 
+100 ml SbCl5 
pH 6.5 61% Sn, 39%Sb Amorphous 
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Figure 10. Effect of (a) synthesis pH and (b) heat treatment on crystallinity of the samples 
S7 and S6 (see table 4) (a) and tin dioxide (b). 
 
Although low crystallinity products were preferred, the possibility of increasing the 
crystallinity in the product was tested by ageing of the material in the synthesis solution 
and by post-synthesis heat treatment. Ageing for three days did not produce any 
substantial increase in the crystallinity of the product. Heat treatment of 1 g of product 
for four hours at 430°C, on the other hand, increased the crystallinity of the products 
noticeably (see XRD patterns of tin dioxide in figure 10b).  
 
3.1.2 Mica minerals 
Conversion of mica minerals from their naturally occurring potassium form to sodium 
form was successful with biotite and phlogopite: the degree of conversion was close to 
100%. Owing to the high aluminium content, the conversion of muscovite was only 
~5%. The aluminium in the tetrahedral layer generates a relatively high negative 
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electrostatic charge on the surfaces of the three-layer units, which retards diffusion of 
the bulky (K+) interlayer cations.  
The degree of conversion was calculated from the potassium content of the effluent 
from the fluidised bed converter, but the conversion can also be seen in the measured 
XRD diffractograms. Since sodium-form mica minerals are hydrated, the potassium and 
sodium forms are readily distinguished by their XRD diffractograms. The strongest 
reflection of nonhydrated mica minerals typically lies at ~9° 2θ/degrees, which 
corresponds to interplanar spacing of 10 Å.89 In the case of hydrated micas the 
corresponding values are ~6° 2θ/degrees and about 15 Å (figure 11).90 As seen from the 
XRD diffractograms, phlogopite and biotite were almost entirely, while muscovite was 
only partially converted to sodium form. 
 
  
 
Figure 11. XRD diffractograms of the potassium- and sodium-form mica minerals: a) 
phlogopite, b) biotite and c) muscovite (V). 
 
3.2 Ion exchange studies on tin antimonates 
Substitution of metals in metal oxides can have several effects on the ion exchange 
properties of the material. The initial assumption of our study was that substitution of 
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one metal by a more electronegative one would increase the acidity of the oxide and in 
that way improve the ion exchange properties of the material in acidic solutions. 
Substitution could also have an effect on the framework structure of the material, and 
thereby change the selectivity and the diffusion rate within the tunnels or cavities of the 
material. The tin antimonates fell into the same three categories on the basis of their ion 
exchange properties as on the basis of their structure. 
 
3.2.1 Pyrochlore-structured tin antimonates 
The rigid three-dimensional structure of pyrochlore antimony pentoxide has a tunnel 
structure with openings of 6 Å.42 The ion exchange sites are located at the surface and, 
still more abundantly, inside the material in tunnels and cavities.34 Since the opening of 
the tunnels is relatively small, most of the ion exchange sites are inaccessible to cations 
with large hydration shells and their uptake occurs mostly on the surface of the material. 
It has been noted, however, that some exchanger materials can strip away the hydration 
shell of certain metals, allowing the metals to enter the tunnels as partly hydrated ions.34 
The rigid three-dimensional structure of pyrochlore-structured materials changes only 
slightly upon conversion to different metal forms and with metal substitution in the 
lattice.91 Progressive tin for antimony substitution in antimony pentoxide resulted in an 
increase in the lattice parameter (a) and in the Kd values of pyrochlore-structured 
materials (table 5, figure 12). Higher Kd values were attributed to easier access of the 
exchanging ions to the inner ion exchange sites (inside tunnels and cavities). Sharp 
increase in the Kd values was observed along with increase in the lattice parameter from 
10.34 Å to 10.39 Å (from exchanger SnSb(P2) to (P3)).  
 
Table 5. The most intensive XRD reflections and mean lattice constants (a) of the 
pyrochlore-structured materials, and Kd values (ml g-1) in 0.1 M HNO3 solution for 
57Co and 63Ni. For sample codes see table 3. 
Sample hkl (111), 
d/Å 
hkl (311), 
d/Å 
hkl (222), 
d/Å 
Mean lattice 
constant (a), Å 
Kd value, ml/g 
(Co/Ni) 
SnSb(P1) 5.893 3.110 2.972 10.272 19,300 / 850 
SnSb(P2) 5.968 3.122 2.983 10.342 20,800 / 1,200 
SnSb(P3) 6.015 3.131 2.991 10.386 160,400 / 11,500 
SnSb(P2) Ca-form 5.928 3.097 2.964 10.269  
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Figure12. Distribution coefficients (ml/g) of 57Co and 63Ni in 0.1 M HNO3 solution as a 
function of the lattice parameter of SnSb(P2) with pyrochlore structure (IV). 
 
3.2.2 Rutile-structured tin antimonates 
As a consequence of the small crystal size and particle hydrate character of rutile-
structured tin antimonates, electrostatic attraction governed the ion exchange properties 
of these materials. Ion exchange in these materials occurs mainly on the surfaces and 
since the exchanging ions encounter little or no steric interference, the electrostatic 
forces between the exchanging ions and exchange sites control the exchange. The point 
of zero charge (p.z.c.) of tin dioxide is rather high (pH ~4) considerably limiting the use 
of the material for cation exchange purposes in acidic conditions (p.z.c. is the pH below 
which the OH groups cannot deprotonate and cation exchange cannot occur, equation 
1).67,92 Substitution of Sb for Sn in the lattice of tin dioxide decreased the p.z.c. of the 
materials, as observed in the increase in the metal uptake from 0.1 M HNO3 solution of 
material with less than ~80% Sn content (figure 13). The highest Kd values were 
observed with materials of 63% Sn content, which is near the highest reported88 level of 
substitution (40%) of Sb into the lattice of rutile SnO2. 
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Figure 13. Distribution coefficients (ml g-1) for 57Co (□) and 63Ni (◊) in 0.1 M HNO3 
solutions as a function of Sn content (in metal %)(IV). For sample codes see table 3. 
 
3.2.3 Mixed metal oxides of tin and antimony 
Kd values for the mixed metal oxide tin antimonates varied widely (figure 13). For 
example, from 0.1 M HNO3 solution the cobalt uptake was much higher SnSb(A4) than 
on SnSb(A3) though Sn content was 46% in both. The synthesis of the two exchangers 
was identical, but the XRD pattern obtained from the SnSb(A4) exchanger showed 
traces of pyrochlore reflections, while the XRD pattern of the SnSb(A3) exchanger was 
amorphous-like, indicating less ordered crystal structure. The DTA curves for the two 
materials were identical, suggesting their similar structure. On the basis of the XRD and 
DTA data, the structures of the SnSb(A3) and (A4) exchangers were thus considered to 
be the same except for the higher crystal ordering of the SnSb(A4) exchanger. As a 
consequence of the lower ordering of the SnSb(A3) exchanger, its tunnel structure was 
probably distorted, hindering the ion exchange from deep inside the material. 
 
3.2.4 Uptake of activated corrosion products  
The uptake on tin antimonates of activated corrosion products from different test 
solutions was most promising, but it was noted that the uptake of cobalt (57Co) was at 
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considerably higher level than the uptake of nickel (63Ni). Although the Kd values of Co 
and Ni were at different levels, the values, nevertheless, changed in almost parallel 
fashion for the rutile-structured materials and in closely similar fashion for the 
pyrochlore-structured materials. The relation between the Kd values for Co and Ni on 
the same tin antimonate varied most with the mixed metal oxide materials, particularly 
with materials of amorphous structure.  
Physical properties of the exchanging ions and steric hindrance of the exchangers were 
considered as the most probable reasons for the differences in metal selectivity. The 
hydrated ion radii of cobalt and nickel are 2.95 and 3.02 Å, respectively.93 With its 6 Å 
tunnel size, the pyrochlore antimony pentoxide generates an ion sieve effect, which 
appears as a difference in metal uptake levels between the otherwise very similar 
metals. Progressive Sn for Sb substitution resulted in an increase in the lattice parameter 
(a) and increase in the Kd values of cubic, pyrochlore-structured materials (figure 12). 
Higher Kd values were associated with easier access of exchanging ions to the inner ion 
exchange sites (inside tunnels and cavities) of the materials. The Kd values rose sharply 
with the increase in the lattice parameter from 10.34 Å to 10.39 Å (from SnSb(P2) to 
SnSb(P3)): the Kd values increased 9.6-fold for nickel and 7.7-fold for cobalt. This level 
of increase was almost the same as observed in earlier experiments (figure 13), where 
the Kd values increased from SnSb(P2) to SnSb(P3) 9.8-fold for nickel and 7.3-fold for 
cobalt. Relative to SnSb(P2), the exchanger SnSb(A1), which in Sn content lies between 
SnSb(P2) and SnSb(P3) (figure 13), exhibited 4.0 times as great nickel uptake but only 
1.5 times as great cobalt uptake, measured in Kd values. The smaller increase in Kd 
values of cobalt than of nickel may be related to the amorphous structure of SnSb(A1). 
In the case of the pyrochlore-structured materials, most of the cobalt uptake is assumed 
to take place in tunnels and cavities, but most of the nickel uptake at the outer surfaces 
of the material owing to steric hindrance of the larger hydratation shell of the nickel ion. 
Since the SnSb(A1) exchanger probably consists of small pyrochlore crystals with low 
ordering, which produce an amorphous XRD pattern, the pore structure of the material 
must be disordered restricting entrance and exchange of the ions deep inside the 
material. A similar difference in Kd values between nickel and cobalt can be seen for the 
exchangers SnSb(A2), (A3) and (A4). The SnSb(A4) exchanger has traces of pyrochlore 
structure in its XRD pattern, i.e. crystals are more ordered, producing more tunnelled 
structure and higher cobalt uptake (figure 13). 
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For the exchangers with rutile structure ((SnSb(R1) to (R4), figure 13), changes in 
uptakes of cobalt and nickel as a function of Sn content followed an almost identical 
pattern. This similarity in metal uptake is due to the particle hydrate structure of the 
rutile-exchangers, where the ion exchange can be presumed to take place at the material 
surfaces. When exchange takes place at the surface the differences in selectivity 
originating from the size of the exchanging cation are reduced and the effect of 
electrostatic attraction is emphasised.  
 
3.2.5 Effects of pH and calcium ions on metal uptake 
The pH dependence of the metal uptake is of importance in planning the 
decontamination of floor drain waters since the pH can easily be adjusted. Original and 
calcium-form SnSb(P2) exchangers were tested for their Ni uptake from calcium-
bearing solutions of different pH, but, unexpectedly, marked differences were not seen 
between the two exchanger forms. The uptake of nickel was only slightly lower for the 
Ca-form SnSb(P2) exchanger than the original-form SnSb(P2) exchanger (figure 14a). 
This may have to do with the batch conditions (0.01M Ca(NO3)2). Under these batch 
conditions, as much as half of the original-form exchanger could have converted to 
calcium form. Such change is known to decrease the lattice parameter of materials with 
pyrochlore structure68, and decrease in the lattice parameter of calcium-form SnSb(P2) 
was indeed observed (table 5). Possibly the outer edge crystals of the original SnSb(P2) 
were changed into calcium form, decreasing the size of the opening of the tunnel 
structure and resulting in lower Kd values for nickel.  
In view of the possible change in exchanger form in the test solution, also other tin 
antimonates of different structure were converted to calcium form before measurement 
of their metal uptake dependence on equilibrium pH. The Kd values of three tin 
antimonates  pyrochlore structure SnSb(P2), rutile structure SnSb(R3) and mixed metal 
oxide SnSb(A3)  were measured as a function of pH (figure 14b). A small Sb for Sn 
substitution in the lattice of SnO2 (SnSb(R3)) induced cation exchange properties in the 
material, even at fairly low pH (~1.5). An increase in the dissociation of ion exchange 
groups of the SnSb(R3) occurred at neutral pH and excellent Kd values of over 175 000 
ml/g resulted. The SnSb(P2) exchanger was the most affected by interfering Ca ions, 
and it had the lowest nickel uptake, although the Kd values in the most acidic conditions 
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were slightly higher than those of the SnSb(R3). Excellent nickel uptake was obtained 
with the SnSb(A3) exchanger from acidic solutions. The only explanation for the 
exceptionally high selectivity for nickel from 0.01 M Ca(NO3)2 solution at pH below 1 
(figure 14b) would seem to be that the exchanger consisted mainly of pyrochlore 
antimony pentoxide with high degree of Sn/Sb substitution (see figure 13). 
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Figure 14. Distribution coefficients for uptake of nickel in 0.01 M Ca(NO3)2 solution onto 
(a) pyrochlore SnSb(P2) (IV) and (b) tin antimonates of different structure (II).  
 
3.2.6 Column performance 
Two objectives in the column experiments with tin antimonates were (1) to demonstrate 
their metal uptake performance and (2) to verify their physical suitability for dynamic 
column use (III,IV). The tin antimonates tested  pyrochlore with Sn content of 21% 
(SnSb(P2)), mixed metal oxide (Sn 45.8%, SnSb(A3)) and rutile (Sn 93.1%, SnSb(R3))  
performed well in column conditions with one exception. Except with the solution of 
high calcium content, the materials retained their physical form and large volumes of 
solutions could be treated with good metal uptake performance. Column clogging was 
associated with the solution with high calcium content (15 ppm in FDW 2 solution, III) 
although clogging was not immediate and relatively large volumes, some 5000 bed 
volumes (BV), of solution were successfully treated. In particular, the SnSb(A3) 
exchanger became clogged in the FDW 2 solution. The structure of the SnSb(A3) 
exchanger was considered to be an agglomerated mixture of tin and antimony oxides 
with specific Sn/Sb substitutions in their lattices (I and IV). The pyrochlore structure of 
antimony pentoxide is known to peptize in dilute solutions, and if the pyrochlore 
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content of the SnSb(A3) exchanger had been peptized by the FDW 2 solution, a 
decrease in the decontamination factors (DF) should have been observed owing to the 
physicochemical properties of colloids (see above). Instead, the clogging usually 
occurred at fairly high DF level, suggesting a different origin for the column failures. 
Increased crystallisation of pyrochlore tin antimonate was observed when this was 
converted to calcium form (figure 15). This further ordering of the pyrochlore content 
could have broken the agglomerate form of the SnSb(A3) exchanger, resulting in the 
release of small particles of the material, and eventual clogging the column.  
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Figure 15. XRD diffractograms of normal and calcium-treated pyrochlore tin 
antimonate (IV). 
 
The earlier batch experiments with tin antimonates indicated substantially higher cobalt 
uptake than nickel uptake (I,II). In the column experiments, however, uptake of the two 
metals on the SnSb(A3) exchanger was surprisingly similar. In addition, the reported94 
effect of pH on the selectivity sequence of tin antimonates was observed, and indeed the 
uptake on SnSb(A3) from FDW 1 solution was higher for nickel than cobalt (figure 16).  
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Figure 16. Nickel and cobalt uptake of the SnSb(A3) exchanger from a) calcium-
bearing FDW 1 solution and b) from 0.1 M HNO3 solution. 
 
The different ion exchange sites of pyrochlore materials may explain the high nickel 
uptake. There are two types of ion exchange sites in pyrochlore materials: on the surface 
of the material and in tunnels and cavities inside the material. The latter are responsible 
for most of the ion exchange capacity of the materials.28,34 The high uptake of cobalt in 
batch experiments may be associated with ion exchange inside the material, whereas the 
uptake of nickel takes place on outer surfaces of the material. The kinetic constraints of 
dynamic column experiments will favour metal uptake on the surfaces rather than inside 
the tunnels of the material, the surfaces being more favourable for nickel uptake than 
cobalt uptake. This preference was also evident in the column experiment done with the 
SnSb(A3) exchanger, where the two metals were in the same solution (0.01 M 
Ca(NO3)2, used to simulate neutral bond water) and the pH of the eluent was changed 
(figure 17). This experiment also demonstrated the change in the selectivity sequence 
with pH. In addition, the marked differences in the BT -levels of the metals suggest that 
nickel and cobalt might themselves be separated through variation in acid concentration 
of the eluent. This finding agrees with the reported enthalpies of the ion exchange 
reaction on crystalline antimony pentoxide (∆H° of M2+→H+ is 9.0, 79.5 and 159.1 kJ 
eq-1 for Ca, Ni and Co, respectively)42. 
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Figure 17. Breakthrough curves of 57Co (□) and 63Ni (∆) for mixed metal oxide tin 
antimonate (SnSb(A3)) in 0.01 M Ca(NO3)2 solution (IV). 
 
3.2.7 Uptake of fission products 
In view of the importance of the fission products in nuclear waste management, 
strontium and caesium were included in the experimental program. Since excellent ion 
exchangers for separation of these nuclides are already available, the uptake of Sr and 
Cs was tested only in column experiments (figure 18). The uptake of Sr from acidic 
solution (0.1 M HNO3) was superb with tin antimonate of pyrochlore structure 
(SnSb(P2)), and large volumes (> 25 000 BV) of this solution were treated with high 
decontamination factor (DF). The good Sr uptake of SnSb(P2) was expected since 
pyrochlore antimony pentoxide is well known for its Sr uptake. A suppressing effect of 
competing calcium ion (FDW solutions) on the Sr uptake was observed, but still the 
performance of mixed metal oxide (SnSb(A3)) tin antimonate was outstanding. 
Comparison of the results of this experiment with the results for commercial sodium 
titanate exchanger (CoTreat) showed very similar trends in Sr uptake for the two 
materials, but with tin antimonate the uptake continued slightly longer (III). The Sr 
uptake of tin antimonates was clearly related to the pyrochlore content of the material, 
since the third tin antimonate (SnSb(R3)), with rutile structure, exhibited only modest Sr 
uptake. 
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Caesium uptake was modest on both the tin antimonates studied (figure 18b). Unlike 
cobalt and strontium, which are sorbed by chemical sorption, caesium uptake occurs by 
physical sorption.95  
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Figure 18. The uptake on tin antimonates of (a) strontium and (b) caesium from two 
calcium-bearing simulate solutions (FDW 1 and 2) and from 0.1 M HNO3 solution (III). 
 
3.2.8 Uptake of actinides 
The uptake of actinides was tested in batch experiments in 0.1 M, 0.01 M and 0.001 M 
HNO3 solutions. Distribution coefficients measured in these experiments were relatively 
high but also somewhat perplexing (table 6). The plutonium uptake increased with the 
acidity of the solution, which is in contradiction to the typical cation exchange process 
of the tin antimonate investigated ((SnSb(P2), characterised as a weak cation 
exchanger). Study of the probable speciation of the plutonium in the solutions showed 
the plutonium uptake more or less follow the speciation curve of Pu(III)(NO3)2+, 
although the valence of plutonium should be +IV in these solutions.96-97 The nitrate 
species of Pu(IV) did not correlate with the uptake trend. Likewise, the uptake of 
americium was hard to interpret. An extremely high Kd value was measured in 0.1 M 
HNO3 and good Kd values in 1 M and 0.01 M HNO3 solutions. The solution chemistry 
of actinides is highly complicated, especially with solids that may introduce redox 
potential to the system, and since the measured Kd values for both plutonium and 
americium were high, no further studies on actinide uptake were carried out.  
 
Table 6. The Kd values of plutonium and americium for the SnSb(P2) exchanger in nitric 
acid solutions. 
Solution Kd (Pu), ml/g Kd (Am), ml/g 
0.01 M HNO3 6 170 ± 85 16 060 ± 84 
0.1 M HNO3 85 750 ± 3950 4 234 376 ± 1 839 000 
1 M HNO3 100 300 ± 7250 4 432 ± 16 
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3.3 Ion exchange studies on mica minerals 
The conversion of mica minerals to sodium form had a noticeable effect on their metal 
uptake properties (table 7). In general, the conversion to sodium form increased the 
uptake of bivalent ions (Co and Sr) and decreased the uptake of univalent ion Cs, with 
the exception of the Cs uptake on phlogopite and the Co uptake on muscovite. Even the 
low conversion of muscovite (~5%) resulted in considerable changes in the metal 
uptake properties. 
Conversion to sodium form had a positive effect on strontium uptake, but the Kd values 
were still fairly moderate for all the three mica minerals. The moderate strontium uptake 
was expected since only brittle micas, with high negative charge in the tetrahedral layer 
and alkaline earth as interlayer cation, are known for selective strontium uptake.  
The uptake of the other fission nuclide, caesium, was good on potassium-form 
muscovite but dropped to one tenth of that value after conversion of the muscovite to 
sodium form. The same trend was seen in caesium uptake on biotite, but the impairing 
effect of the conversion was not so great. Only with phlogopite were the Kd values 
higher for the sodium than the potassium form, but this may have been due to higher 
equilibrium pH of the sodium than the potassium form.  
High Kd values were obtained in cobalt uptake. Conversion to sodium form doubled the 
already high Kd values of phlogopite, and with biotite the increase was over tenfold. A 
decrease in cobalt uptake on muscovite was observed with the partial conversion to 
sodium form. The promising cobalt uptake of sodium-form phlogopite was also 
investigated as a function of pH. The effect of pH on the metal uptake was very strong, 
as is typical for weak acid cation exchangers. A steep increase in Kd values was 
observed above pH 7.2, and Kd values as high as 150 000 (ml/g) were obtained at pH 
7.8 (figure 19). 
 
Table 7. Distribution coefficients (Kd, ml/g) for uptake of 60Co, 85Sr and 134Cs on natural 
and modified mica minerals from 0.1 M NaCl solution (V). 
Mineral Kd (60Co) / (pH) Kd (85Sr) / (pH) Kd (134Cs) / (pH) 
Natural mica minerals (K form) 
Muscovite 2 150 / (6.6) 30 / (6.9) 76 600 /(6.9)  
Biotite 9 600 / (7.2) 100 /(7.4)  6 700 / (7.3) 
Phlogopite 62 800 / (7.7) 20 / (7.8) 5 700 / (7.8) 
Modified mica minerals (Na form) 
Muscovite 450 / (6.1) 60 / (6.9) 7 200 / (6.7) 
Biotite 101 300 / (7.3) 700 / (7.2) 1 400 / (7.2) 
Phlogopite 131 400 / (7.8) 950 / (8.2) 8 900 / (8.9)  
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Figure 19. Distribution coefficient of 60Co on sodium-form phlogopite as a function of 
pH. 
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4. Summary and conclusions 
An extensive series of tin antimonates with from 0 to 100% Sn/Sb substitution were 
synthesised and the products were divided into three categories according to structure: 
materials with pyrochlore structure, materials with rutile structure, and materials with a 
mixture of both. The progressive Sn for Sb substitution of the pyrochlore phase, which 
is based on the structure of crystalline antimony pentoxide (space group Fd3m), resulted 
in slight distortion and opening of the tunnel structure. In turn, the Sb for Sn substitution 
of the rutile phase, which is based on the structure of tin dioxide (space group 
P42/mnm), acidified the material and lowered the point of zero charge of the material. 
These changes in structure had a direct effect on the ion exchange properties of the 
materials.  
The synthesised tin antimonates showed good uptake properties for activated corrosion 
products, and the Sb/Sn substitution of the materials improved their metal uptake 
properties in acidic and calcium-bearing solutions. The effects of increasing Sn content 
on distribution coefficients (Kd) for cobalt and nickel were almost identical for materials 
with rutile structure and mostly similar for materials with pyrochlore structure. The 
findings suggest that ordering of the crystals has strong influence on the Kd values of tin 
antimonates with pyrochlore structure. Cobalt uptake was diminished in the low 
crystallinity exchangers with distorted pore structure since the majority of the ion 
exchange sites are located inside the tunnels and cavities of materials with pyrochlore 
structure. Most of the nickel uptake is proposed to take place at surfaces of the 
materials, so crystal ordering has less effect on nickel selectivity. 
The effect of pH on the distribution coefficients was significant, a typical finding for 
hydrous metal oxides with their weakly acidic nature. An increase in the Kd values 
occurred with increasing equilibrium pH and excellent uptake of activated corrosion 
products was observed from solutions of neutral pH. In particular, rutile-structured tin 
antimonates showed good uptake of activated corrosion products and tolerance for 
interfering calcium ions. The metal uptake from acidic solution was also relatively high. 
Mixed metal oxides with high Sn/Sb substitution in particular exhibited high uptake of 
activated corrosion products in solutions of low pH. For the fission products, the uptake 
of strontium was superb on pyrochlore tin antimonate, while the uptake of caesium was 
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only modest. The uptake of actinides (Pu and Am) was good, but somewhat perplexing 
and in need of further study.  
Granular tin antimonates showed promising column performance for decontamination 
purposes. Large volumes of solutions, with considerable amounts of competing ions, 
were decontaminated of nickel and cobalt with high decontamination factors. The 
kinetics of the ion exchange reaction had a strong influence on the metal uptake and 
cobalt and nickel selectivity was in reverse order in batch and column experiments. 
High selectivity of pyrochlore-structured tin antimonates in the batch experiments for 
cobalt was attributed to ion exchange in tunnels inside the material. The higher 
breakthrough level of cobalt than of nickel in the column experiment can thus be 
explained by the restricted flow of ions inside the tunnels of the exchange material, 
resulting in a lower ion exchange rate for cobalt than of nickel whose uptake occurs 
mostly on the surface of the exchanger.  
On the basis of the good cobalt and nickel uptake both in batch and in dynamic column 
experiments, the application of tin antimonates for the decontamination of floor drain 
and neutral bond waters is considered to be a promising possibility. However, further 
studies on the physical form of tin antimonates are required since clogging of the 
column beds occurred, particularly in solutions of high calcium concentration. The 
possible breakage of the material agglomerate structure by further crystallisation of the 
pyrochlore content needs to be explored. 
Data on the uptake of cobalt on tin antimonates can be used in some degree for the 
prediction of nickel uptake, even though the uptake level of nickel is much lower. The 
structure and crystallinity of the tin antimonate also needs to be known because of the 
strong effect of these factors on the metal uptake properties. 
 
The use of mica minerals for the uptake of cobalt is a sound and economical proposition 
when extreme selectivity is not required. Natural, potassium-form phlogopite exhibited 
fairly high cobalt uptake, and this was doubled upon its conversion to sodium form. 
However, the conversion was not easily achieved, so that the gain in metal uptake may 
not be great enough to justify use of this form. 
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